Homophone Worksheet 1.6
Here are 10 sentences that contain pairs or groups of homophones when completed. You need to work out
which homophone should go in each space in order for the sentence to make sense.
1. The cyclist didn't use his _______________ in time, causing his bicycle to _______________ when it hit the
wall.
Words to use: brake / break
2. The _______________ sleeps in the castle at _______________.
Words to use: knight / night
3. There was no _______________ of knowing how much Little Miss Muffet would _______________ after
she'd eaten all of her curds and _______________.
Words to use: way / whey / weigh
4. The lion let out a _______________ before consuming the _______________ meat.
Words to use: raw / roar
5. The thieves tried to _______________ some _______________ cables to sell as scrap metal.
Words to use: steel / steal
6. It was important to _______________ that his favorite _______________ was sung at their wedding.
Words to use: him / hymn
7. The journalist decided that it was the _______________ thing to _______________ and publish the article,
even though it meant the celebrity's career would be over.
Words to use: write / right
8. The driver kicked his car in frustration while waiting for the _______________ truck, injuring his
_______________.
Words to use: toe / tow
9. The _______________ _______________ the bed.
Words to use: made / maid
10. She was feeling a little _______________, so she ate some _______________ to warm herself up.
Words to use: chili / chilly
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Homophone Worksheet 1.6 – Answer Sheet
1. The cyclist didn't use his brake in time, causing his bicycle to break when it hit the wall.
2. The knight sleeps in the castle at night.
3. There was no way of knowing how much Little Miss Muffet would weigh after she'd eaten all of her curds
and whey.
4. The lion let out a roar before consuming the raw meat.
5. The thieves tried to steal some steel cables to sell as scrap metal.
6. It was important to him that his favorite hymn was sung at their wedding.
7. The journalist decided that it was the right thing to write and publish the article, even though it meant the
celebrity's career would be over.
8. The driver kicked his car in frustration while waiting for the tow truck, injuring his toe.
9. The maid made the bed.
10. She was feeling a little chilly, so she ate some chili to warm herself up.
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